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HAYWARD POLICE DEPARTMENT POLICE BLOTTER 
 

 

STATISTICAL HIGHLIGHTS 

November 12-18, 2023 
Weekly Arrests (includes cite/released): 36 Homicide 0 

Weekly Calls for Service: 1,892 Assault—Great Bodily Injury 3 

Weekly Reports Taken: 258 Burglary—Nonresidential 17 

Weekly Complaints (against HPD): 2 Burglary—Residential 1 

Weekly Calls Received: 5,313 Theft 37 

This data is subject to change and based 
on crimes that were reported to have 
occurred during the time frame of this 
report. 
Some reports may yet to be initiated 
and/or reclassified during investigations. 

 

Theft from Auto 23 

Robbery 4 

Vehicle Theft 44 

Mental Health Calls 10 

Reports of Gunfire 6 

SIGNIFICANT INCIDENTS 

 

RECOVERED STOLEN VEHICLE: On 11/14/2023 at 7:24 AM, officers located an occupied stolen vehicle near the 

intersection of C St and Mission Blvd. Officers conducted a vehicle stop and took the driver into custody. (Report #: 

2023-64973)  

ROBBERY: On 11/14/2023 at 4:10 PM, the victim was approached by three subjects near the 22000 block of Princeton 

Ave. The three subjects used force, took property from the victim, and fled the scene on foot. During the robbery, 

witnesses tried to intervene but were also assaulted by the subjects. (Report #: 2023-65109) 

ROBBERY: On 11/16/2023 at 3:05 PM, the victim was approached by three subjects near the 22000 block of Chestnut St. 

One of the subjects brandished a handgun while the other two took property from the victim. The subjects fled the 

scene in a vehicle. (Report #: 2023-65527) 

BURGLARY: On 11/17/2023 at 1:03 AM, officers responded to the report of a burglary in progress near the 3000 block of 

Breakwater Ave. A perimeter was set, and the subject was located inside the property. The man was taken into custody. 

(Report #: 2023-65590) 

RECOVERED STOLEN VEHICLE: On 11/18/2023 at 10:32 PM, officers located an occupied stolen vehicle near the 400 

block of W. Tennyson Rd. Officers conducted a vehicle stop and took the driver into custody. (Report #: 2023-65947) 
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